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Abstract 

Efforts to develop advance building envelope components 

include, among other things, ventilated window 

constructions. These windows utilize the air flow between 

glazing panes to preheat outside air before it enters 

indoors. In the framework of a previous research project, 

an instance of such a system was subjected to 

experimental studies under real conditions. In the present 

contribution, we report on high-resolution 3D steady-state 

CFD simulation of this component. Model results were 

compared with measurements. The aim was to explore the 

fidelity of the CFD model and its potential toward design 

support. Specifically, variables related to the size of the 

inlet opening as well as the position of double glazing 

were examined under the assumption of outdoor winter 

condition.   

Key innovations 

This contribution represents an incremental step toward 

advancing high-resolution CFD-based simulation of the 

thermal performance of a ventilated window, including 

the detailed computation of the effect of solar radiation on 

the preheating potential of the supply air.  

Practical implications 

Findings regarding CFD deployment details (number of 

cells, turbulence models, DO model performance) are 

relevant for simulation experts. Findings regarding the 

performance implications of the positioning of the  

double-layered wing are relevant to ventilated windows' 

design details. 

    

Introduction 

It has been estimated that infiltration and ventilation in 

dwellings accounts for one-third of the energy used for 

heating and cooling (Sherman and Matson, 1997; Greffet 

et al., 2013). Consequently, related developments in 

building construction industry have led to increasing 

tighter envelopes. However, the tendency to decrease 

ventilation and its associated energy penalty has 

implications concerning indoor air quality (IAQ)                   

(Sherman and Matson 1997). Numerous approaches and 

technologies have been pursued in the past to 

concurrently address requirements pertaining to both 

energy efficiency and IAQ. The present contribution 

involves such a technology, namely ventilated windows ( 

Gosselin and Chen, 2008; Greffet et al., 2013). As the 

name implies, the main difference between conventional 

windows and ventilated windows is the existence of free 

or forced convection in the interstitial cavity between the 

window's layers. In certain instances, operable vents 

located at the top and bottom of the frames enable, 

depending on the operation mode, the flow of air in the 

cavity (Appelfeld and Svendsen, 2011). The four main 

operation modes of a ventilated window are schematically 

illustrated in Figure 1. These are referred to here as supply 

(i), exhaust (ii), indoor air curtain (iii), and outdoor air 

curtain (iv) (Gosselin and Chen 2008).  

The appropriate ventilated window configuration depends 

on the mode of operation as well as the climatic context. 

For instance, a high supply temperature to the indoor 

space in the cold season would be desirable (Gosselin and 

Chen 2008). Ventilated windows, which could be in 

principle deployed both in new and old buildings, have 

the potential to provide preheated ventilation air during 

the wintertime (Carlos et al. 2010; Southall and McEvoy 

2000; McEvoy et al. 2003).  Fresh outdoor air is heated in 

the cavity (Southall and McEvoy 2000). Solar radiation, 

absorbed by the louvers and glazing layers turns into heat, 

which is transferred both to the exterior and interior space 

via long-wave radiation, convection, and conduction. 

Moreover, convection due to wind and buoyancy 

contributes to heat transfer between glazing panes (Torre 

et al. 2009).  

The design and operation of ventilated windows must take 

a number of challenges into consideration. Open cavities  

raise issues such as security, acoustics, air quality, 

cleaning and maintenance, and condensation (Hasse and 

Wigenstad 2012). Low surface temperature of glass panes 

may trigger condensation risk, which appears when the 

pane temperature drops below the dew point  (Gosselin 

and Chen 2008).    

 

Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the principle 

operation modes of a ventilated window  

(adopted from: Gosselin and Chen 2008) 
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According to the previous studies, condensation occurs on 

the outer glass pane at the cavity side when the vents 

operate in reverse (i.e., when indoor air enters into the 

cavity). In general, this phenomenon happens when the 

oscillating pattern of airflow through the vents is not 

sufficient to dispel the condensation from the surfaces 

(Baker and McEvoy, 2000). The result of an experiment 

by Baker and Mcevoy (2000) indicates that when the 

doors of the test room (including the exhaust vents) are 

closed, the airflow velocity reduction inside the cavity can 

lead to condensation (Baker and McEvoy, 2000). Other 

studies suggest that the application of single-layer glass 

as an outer pane result in lower surface temperatures and 

condensation (Laverge et al., 2010; Hasse and Wigenstad, 

2012). The thermal behavior of ventilated windows, or 

supply air windows, have received significant attention in 

the literature in the last few decades (Tanimoto and 

Kimura 1997; Saelens et al. 2004; Safer et al. 2005; 

Gosselin and Chen 2008; Bhamjee 2011; Bhamjee et al. 

2013). The thermal performance of the ventilated window 

was investigated via experimental methods (Gosselin and 

Chen 2008; Strachan and Vandaele 2008; Xu and Yang 

2008). Frequently, experiments served to validate CFD  or 

energy balance models as well as the risk of condensation 

(Baker and McEvoy 2000; Gosselin and Chen 2008; Jiru 

and Haghighat 2008; Xu and Yang 2008). Experimental 

studies are of course highly instructive, but also rather 

expensive and time-consuming. If carefully applied, 

CFD-based numeric simulation can provide alternative or 

at least complementary means of investigation (Ji et al. 

2008). As such, there have been advances in CFD 

application regarding ventilated windows, but the 

assumption in some studies are in part debatable (Southall 

and McEvoy 2000; Ismail and Henríquez 2005; Safer et 

al. 2005; Gosselin and Chen 2008; Gosselin and Chen 

2008). For one thing, deployment of purely two-

dimensional CFD models may be considered as less than 

ideal (McEvoy and Southall 2000; Southall and McEvoy 

2000; Gosselin and Chen 2008, Gosselin and Chen 2008; 

Xu and Yang 2008). In some studies, the dependency of 

material-related properties on temperature is not 

considered (Southall and McEvoy 2000; Safer et al. 2005; 

Gosselin and Chen 2008; Gosselin and Chen 2008; Xu 

and Yang 2008). Likewise, the influence of solar radiation 

is not included in a number of studies (McEvoy and 

Southall 2000; Southall and McEvoy 2000; Safer et al. 

2005). Most CFD studies model the thermal performance 

of the window under the assumption of a constant outdoor 

temperature and do not consider the wind impact. In some 

cases (Gloriant et al. 2015; Wang et al. 2017; Parra et al. 

2015; Bhamjee et al. 2013), heat transfer coefficients for 

indoor and outdoor surfaces are considered. 

Predicting the thermal performance of a ventilated 

window is not a trivial task. Temperature and air flow 

patterns evolve due to numerous dynamic and 

interdependent thermal and aerodynamic processes. 

These processes depend on whether conditions, geometry, 

thermophysical properties of the various constituent 

components of the ventilated window structure, and the 

building itself (Hensen et al. 2002; Gosselin and Chen 

2008; Jiru and Haghighat 2008; Torre et al. 2009). Given 

the complexity of the physical processes involved, a 

candidate simulation model should ideally incorporate 

full three-dimensional processes, appropriate turbulence 

models, realistic boundary conditions, solar radiation 

effects, and temperature-dependent material properties 

(Bhamjee et al. 2013). The simulation models should be 

also tested and – to the extent possible – calibrated against 

measurement data.  

Approach 

In this context, the present contribution concerns the 

investigation of a supply-type ventilated window in terms 

of its emergent field characteristics (velocity and 

temperature distribution) and thermal performance. This 

was done by numerically modelling the fluid dynamic and 

heat transfer in the window and solving the model in a 

commercially available CFD code. Furthermore, 

available measured data obtained from an empirical set-

up was applied to evaluate the CFD model and examine 

the influence of solar energy transmittance on temperature 

distribution and ventilation behaviour. The CFD model 

was subsequently utilized to compute air temperature, and 

air velocity distributions. The aim thereby was to explore 

the optimization potential of the window design with 

regard to the size of the supply and exhaust air openings 

as well as the position of the double layered glazing 

(inside versus outside). Condensation risk of the outer 

glass pane at the cavity side was evaluated for each case. 

Modeling the ventilated window 

The CFD model 

In order to simulate the thermal behavior of the ventilated 

window, a CFD model was implemented in the finite 

volume code ANSYS FLUENT 19.0 (Fluent 19.0, 2018). 

The model involves the ventilated window mounted in the 

façade of a test space. Ansys design modeler and Ansys 

meshing were applied as a pre-processor to create the 

geometry, mesh, and the computational domain. In this 

model, a mesh with hexahedral element was generated. A 

finer mesh was applied between the glass sheets to 

achieve higher resolution concerning the air movement in 

the cavity. The mesh and the relative number of cells is a 

critical parameter that strongly influences the 

computational time (Pasut and De Carli, 2012). In the 

present case, the grid cell size within the cavity was kept 

to a maximum of 2 mm, as larger dimensions would 

significantly alter the results. A grid independence study 

has been performed to ensure the adequacy of the mesh 

density. Due to the transient variations of solar radiation 

and outdoor air temperature, thermal conditions of 

glazing units are rather dynamic. However, due to their 

relatively small thermal mass, the glazing units react 

relatively swiftly to the dynamics of prevailing thermal 

conditions. Based on this observation, and given 

considerations pertaining to computational efficiency, 

thermal processes in the ventilated window were 

modelled assuming a steady-state mode (Skaff and 

Gosselin, 2014). 
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CFD setup 

As mentioned above, the present study applies a three-

dimensional domain in a steady-state mode. The 

conservation equation for mass, momentum, and thermal 

energy, which is known as Reynolds-averaged Navier–

Stokes equation was solved to predict the field variables 

temperature and velocity. Buoyancy due to density 

change was applied in the energy equation. The discrete 

ordinates (DO) model was applied as the radiation model 

(Choudhary and Malkawi 2001; Torre et al. 2009). This 

model is capable of modelling glass, a semi-transparent 

media (Gosselin and Chen 2008) as well as the radiative 

processes, which are mainly relevant for the window 

system. For instance, the incident solar radiation, 

radiation exchange between glass panes, and inward 

thermal radiation. The widely deployed K-ɛ realizable 

turbulence model was applied in a number of studies 

(Launder and Spalding 1974; Pasut and De Carli 2012). 

The pressure based solver was used (Bhamjee 2011). For 

pressure–velocity coupling, the SIMPLE segregated 

solver was applied (Bhamjee 2011). The discretization 

scheme used for the momentum, energy, turbulent kinetic 

energy, and specific dissipation rate was the second order 

upwind scheme. Pressure Staggering Option (PRESTO) 

was used for the pressure discretization scheme. Gradient 

reconstruction was done using The Least Squares Cell-

based method (Bhamjee 2011). The acceptable residual 

limits were set at <10-3 for continuity, x, y and z 

momentum, turbulent kinetic energy and turbulent 

specific dissipation, whereas this limit for energy was 

<10-6 (Bhamjee 2011). Monitors for area weighted static 

temperature on the supply vent, maximum velocity in the 

cavity area and supply vent mass flow rate were setup. 

Three types of materials were applied in each simulation, 

namely transparent fluid (air), semi-transparent solids 

(glazing), and opaque solids (frames and walls) 

(ASHREA 2005). Table 1 summarizes the assumed 

thermal conductivity and solar (infrared) property of the 

layers. To evaluate the CFD model’s reliability, a 

reference case which corresponds to the actually 

implemented experimental setup was considered (Nusser 

et al. 2016). Figure 2 shows the schematic section for the 

reference case. To generate information relevant to design 

considerations, four cases were considered as per the 

Table 2. The assumed window dimensions are identical in 

all four cases (1 m wide and 1 m high).  

Table 1. Assumed properties of simulated glazing units 

Material Single 

glazing (6 

mm) 

Low-Emissivity 

double glazing 

(4+12+4 mm) 

Transmittance 0.752 0.305 

Reflectance 0.143 0.402 

Absorbance 0.105 0.250 

Emissivity 0.84 0.148 

Thermal conductivity 

[W.m-1.K-1] 
1 0.043 

 

 
Figure 2. Schematic illustration of the ventilated window 

 

Table 2. Summary of the simulated configurations (width 

of the inlet opening was assumed to be 12 mm in all 

cases) 

Case 

Width of the 

supply air 

opening 

Position of the 

double-layered 

element 

A 12 inside 

B 12 outside 

C 24 inside 

D 24 outside 

 

Comparison with measurements 

Laboratory test  

The Ventilated Window is considered as a heat loss 

recovery system through the airflow in the buffer space 

between the glazing wings. The window’s ventilation 

ability, as well as heat loss recovery, was examined in the 

laboratory tests, and subsequently, the effect of solar 

radiation was analysed in the field trials by 

"Holzforschung Austria" (Nusser et al. 2016). To examine 

the performance of the CFD model, the simulation results 

were compared with measurement data from both trials 

(laboratory and field test). The aim of the laboratory test 

was to estimate the capability of ventilated window to 

preheat the supply air. To this end, a mock up ventilated 

window (1.2 m wide and 2.1 m high) was installed in a 

window test facility.  Outside and inside air temperature 

was set to -1 ℃ and 20 ℃ respectively. A pressure 

difference of 5 Pa between indoor and outdoor was 

generated in the test facility. During the laboratory test, 

thermocouples with measurement accuracy of ± 1.5 K 

were installed to measure air and surface temperature 

(Nusser et al. 2016). The CFD simulation model 

replicated the experimental configuration, also in terms of 

the boundary conditions. Figure 3 illustrates the 

temperature distribution profile (along the depicted path) 

obtained from the CFD simulation together with the 

measured temperature at two sensor locations in the 

window specimen. Figure 4 displays temperature and 

velocity contours within the cavity.  
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Figure 3. Left: schematic section through the examined 

ventilated window with the position of the two 

temperature probes (A to B); Right: Measured (sensors 

A and B) and simulated temperature profile. The 

distance information (x-axis) denotes the relative 

distance from the position of sensor A). 

 

 

Figure 4. Temperature distribution within the cavity (a); 

velocity contours within the cavity (b). 

The measurement results document the capacity of the 

ventilated window to pre-heat the incoming air for 

ventilation during the cold season. Simulation results may 

be suggested to agree in tendency with the measurements. 

The larger disagreement between simulated and measured 

value in case of sensor 2 may be partially to the difficulty 

to superimpose the position of this sensor in reality and in 

the simulation model.  

Field trial 

As stated earlier, the results obtained from the numeric 

model could be compared to the results of field trial 

measurements. During the field trial, the thermal 

performance of the ventilated window and the effect of 

solar radiation were evaluated under real outdoor climate 

conditions (Nusser et al. 2016). The location of the field 

trial was Stetten, Austria (Latitude: 48°14'N; Longitude: 

16°21'E). A 1.2 m wide and 2.1 m high ventilated window 

was installed in the Holzforschung test facility  (Nusser et 

al., 2016). One side of the window was exposed to real 

weather condition and the other side faced a thermally 

conditioned room. Data was recorded over five winter 

days (11-16 January 2016). Investigations for the winter 

case aimed to assess the ability of the ventilated window 

to preheat the incoming fresh air aided by solar radiation. 

Standard equipment was installed to monitor and record 

temperature, global and diffuse solar irradiation, wind 

speed, and humidity. The measurement accuracy of the air 

temperature sensors and thermocouples were ± 0.1 K and  

± 1.5 K respectively. (Nusser et al. 2016).  

The experimental results did not reveal any significant 

relationship between wind speed and the air temperature 

in the ventilated window's cavity. The solar radiation, on 

the other hand, was shown to clearly influence the air 

temperatures in the buffer space. Generally, the measured 

temperature of the air supplied to the space was found to 

be between 10 to 20 K higher than the outdoor air entering 

the window's inlet (Nusser et al. 2016).  

A one-hour long segment of measured data from the first 

day of measurements could be identified as involving 

relatively small fluctuations of the boundary conditions. 

We thus could treat this period as quasi steady-state. The 

registered mean values of the boundary condition during 

this one-hour period (13:00, January 11th, 2016) were 

treated as the applicable boundary conditions for the CFD 

simulation model (see Table 3). 

In this case, too, the simulation model overestimates the 

temperatures at positions A (3.9 ℃ instead of 3.5 ℃) and 

B (17.2 ℃ instead of 16.7 ℃). However, the simulated air 

temperature increase (13.3 K) in the cavity matches fairly 

well with the measured value (13.2 K).  

Given steady-state boundary conditions, the effective 

capacity of ventilated windows in terms of preheating 

magnitude of the outdoor air may be expressed in relative 

terms as follows: 

 = (𝜃𝑠 − 𝜃𝑒). (𝜃𝑖 − 𝜃𝑒)
−1                  (1) 

 In this equation,  denotes a measure of window's 

preheating capacity under specified boundary conditions, 

and s, e, and i denote supply air temperature, outdoor 

temperature, and indoor temperature respectively. As 

applied to previously described experiments, the -value 

can be shown to be 0.49 for the laboratory experiment and 

0.84 for the field trial. This difference can be readily 
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explained given the presence of solar radiation and the 

associated warming effect in case of the field trial.  

Figure 4 illustrates the temperature distribution in the 

window's cavity as computed by CFD simulation together 

with the measurements obtained from the two sensors. 

Figure 6 presents displays temperature and velocity 

contours within the cavity. 

 Table 3. Boundary conditions for the CFD simulation 

model 

Variable Value Unit 

Irradiance 180 W⋅m-2 

Wind speed  3.5 m.s-1 

Outdoor temperature  3 ℃ 

Indoor temperature 20 ℃ 

 

 

Figure 5. Left: schematic section through the examined 

ventilated window with the position of the two 

temperature probes (used in the course of field 

measurements); Right: Measured (sensors A and B) and 

simulated temperature profiles. 

Comparing the simulation results based on the two 

experiments reveals the effect of boundary condition on  

the heat recovery ability of the ventilated window. 

Accordingly, the relative outdoor air preheating capacity  

is 0.63 for the laboratory test and 0.83 for the field trial.  

 

Figure 6. a. Temperature distribution within the cavity 

(a); velocity contours within the cavity (b). 

Comparison of ventilated window 

configurations 

Thermal Performance 

As mentioned in section 3.2., CFD simulation models 

were generated for four ventilated window configurations 

(A, B, C, and D as per Table 2). The intention was to 

computationally investigate the effects of the width of the 

supply air opening and the position of the double layered 

glazing (inside versus outside) on the performance of the 

ventilated window.  

Note that the assumed boundary conditions match the 

previously mentioned assumptions in the case of the field 

trials, namely 20 ℃ and 3 ℃ for indoor and outdoor 

temperature respectively (see Table 3). The solver setting 

is identical to those used for comparison of the experiment 

(section 3.2). The temperature of the supply air from the 

ventilated window can provide an indication of the 

thermal performance of the window.  

Table 4 summarizes the simulation results for the four 

cases in terms of the temperature of the supply air entering 

into the room. The table includes also the computed air 

flow rates as well as the values of the aforementioned 

heating capacity indicator . Figure 7 illustrates, for all 

four scenarios, the computed temperature profile along 

the depicted path in the window cavity. 
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According to the results, a significant temperature rise 

within the cavity is noticeable in all cases. Two sources of 

thermal energy can be assumed to contribute to the 

preheating of the air flowing through the cavity, namely 

incident solar radiation and conductive heat transfer from 

inside the room through the inner glass pane to the cavity.  

Cases B and D display a significantly higher average 

temperature in the buffer space as compared to the other 

two cases. This indicates the effect of conductive heat 

transfer from indoor space to the cavity via the single pane 

of glass. Consequently, reduced heat transfer from indoor 

space to the cavity in cases A and C can be suggested to 

be responsible for the lower values of the computed 

supply air temperature.  

Table 4. Supply air temperature and volumetric flow rate 

for the simulated cases. 

Simulated 

case 

Supply air 

temperature 

°C 

Effectiveness 

(-value) 

�̇�(l.s-1) 

A 17.89 0.86 2.10 

B 18.70 0.91 2.23 

C 16.76 0.79 2.10 

D 18.13 0.88 2.20 

 

 

 

Figure 7. Temperature distribution in the middle of 

buffer space  

Aspects related to condensation 

As mentioned earlier, one of the challenges regarding 

ventilated windows pertains to the  risk of condensation 

on the outer glass pane at the cavity side. The evaluation 

of condensation risk in case of complex fenestration 

systems is a non-trivial challenge. A first, rather basic 

possibility to query the condensation risk issue would be 

to consider the profile of the surface temperature on the 

inner layer of the window element. Based on simulated 

minimum surface temperature values, the dimensionless 

temperature factor at outer glass panes of ventilated 

window (𝑓𝑅𝑠𝑖) (ISO, 2007) can be derived as per the 

following equation:  

 𝑓𝑅𝑠𝑖(𝜃𝑠𝑖 − 𝜃𝑒). (𝜃𝑖 − 𝜃𝑒)
−1                             (2) 

Herein, 𝜃𝑠𝑖 denotes the temperature at the internal surface 

at the point with the lowest temperature, 𝜃𝑖 indoor 

temperature, and 𝜃𝑒 outdoor temperature. 

Table 5 provides numeric information regarding the 

minimum inside surface temperature of the outer glass 

layer as dimensionless temperature factor for the 

aforementioned scenarios. As it could be expected, when 

the double layered glazing is applied to the outside 

window wing (i.e., cases B and D), the  temperature factor 

value (fRsi) clearly exceeds the minimum recommended 

value of 0.7 according to the applicable regulation in 

Austria (OENORM, 2020). In Case A, the smaller size of 

the width of the supply air opening can be assumed to 

have contributed to somewhat higher cavity temperature. 

Table 5. Minimum surface temperature obtained from 

CFD simulation together with calculated fRsi values 

Simulated  

case 

Minimum 

surface 

temperature 

𝑓𝑅𝑠𝑖 

A 8.70 0.76 

B 10.97 0.88 

C 8.69 0.70 

D 10.90 0.82 

 

Concluding remarks  

The results of the present study are consistent with general 

assumptions concerning the functionality of ventilated 

windows. Ventilated windows have been suggested to 

contribute to better air quality and higher energy 

efficiency. In general, the ventilated window acts as a 

thermal buffer in the façade. As the window absorbs solar 

radiation, the surface temperatures inside the cavity 

increase and a buoyancy flow consequently occurs. This 

leads to an inflow of outdoor air through the lower 

opening (inlet) into the cavity and an outflow of the air 

heated in the cavity through the upper opening (outlet). 

The temperature inside the ventilated window is assumed 

to be higher than the outdoor temperature during most of 

the day. This is expected to result in lower conductive heat 

losses depending on ambient temperature and solar 

radiation level.  

Our study included a thermal analysis of a number of 

ventilated window configurations. A numerical model 

was created with a commercially available CFD in order 

to simulate the thermal performance of ventilated 

windows under winter conditions. The performance of the 

model was first compared with laboratory and field 

measurements prior to its deployment toward the 

aforementioned parametric analysis. The results point to 

the ventilated windows' potential to deliver preheated 

fresh air to indoor spaces. A temperature rise in the order 

of 3 to 19 K was computationally observed in the 

windows' cavity under the specified boundary conditions. 

The field studies did not display a clear influence of the 

wind velocity on the window's performance. Rather, the 

thermally driven buoyancy force in the cavity appears to 

be the dominant driver behind the air flow. Amongst the 

simulated options (under the assumption of cold outdoor 

conditions), Case B displayed better results in terms of 

higher cavity temperatures and higher minimum surface 
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temperatures (inner glass surface of the outer wing), 

resulting also in a lower risk of condensation in the cavity. 

However, Case A has the advantage of higher energy 

efficiency given the lower rate of heat transfer from the 

indoor space to the cavity.  

Further studies are needed to address a number of the 

limitations of the present contribution. For instance, 

additional investigations are necessary to both empirically 

and computationally determine the annual energy saving 

potential related to the use of ventilated window, as 

compared to the standard double-layered window. These 

investigations would have also to address the monetary 

and environmental implications regarding the production, 

installation, and maintenance of ventilated windows 

under different boundary conditions (e.g., performance 

during the summer period and under different local 

climatic conditions). Another potential topic of 

investigation concerns the deployment of forced 

ventilation methods in the cavity zone and its comparison 

with heat and mass transfer processes involving natural 

convection. 
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